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Internet of Things (IoT) has been widely accepted by users and with rapid development of 
cloud computing, users are able to access the IoT services in various environment, 
including smart home, healthcare and smart factory. However, users are insecure as their 
data is being transmitted via open communication channel. The previous research 
protocol does not resist insider attack which leads to insecure scheme. In this proposal, 
we propose an enhanced security measurement to resist insider attack. The proposed 
scheme expected to achieve security requirements and resist insider attack. The proposed 
scheme will be validated using the automated validation of internet security protocols and 
applications (AVISPA) simulation tool and we will compare the performance and security 
features of the existing scheme and the proposed scheme. 
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1. Introduction 

 
Information technology has evolved tremendously over the years and innovated new 

technologies to improve our lives. Therefore, wireless access technology has been improved to 
accommodate our need. We are in third industrial revolution called as Digital Age where we have 
moved from analogic to digital process. As we move forward, researchers are innovating new 
communication technologies such Wi-Fi, 4G, 5G, LTE, RFID and others which being offered to users 
to be able to utilize in day to day usage using devices such as tablets and smartphones [4]. 

Internet has changed our live style as well as the way we are working. Businesses are emerging 
through artificial intelligence (AI), Big Data and Cloud Computing and the Internet of Things (IoT). 
These technologies have simplified our lives which efficiently reduce human effort and allow users 
to communicate around the world and share data instantly [11]. 

Scientist Ashton has introduced Internet of Things (IoT) in the year of 1999 where sensor devices, 
smart objects and software are interconnected through network. The idea of IoT is to be 
communicated anytime and anywhere while collecting data and share it. As we are in 21st Century, 
IoT has become more popular. Almost every smart device is connected to each other and it is being 
widely accepted by industrial such as home automation, industrial automation, medical aids, mobile 
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health-care, elderly assistance, intelligent energy management and smart grids, automotive, traffic 
management, and many others [4]. 

A survey has been done by El-Hajj et al., [4] and they have classified IoT applications into following 
categories: (a) Internet of sensors (IoS), (b) Internet of energy (IoE), (c) machine to machine (M2M) 
and (d) Internet of Vehicles (IoV) as shown in Figure 1 [5].  

Cloud computing offered four types of deployment models. First, public cloud is a platform where 
services are available for user in open communication channel like Google Drive or iCloud. Second, 
private cloud where services are provided through secure communication channel to the users. Third, 
community cloud where the cloud platform is shared by several organizations. Fourth, hybrid cloud 
where services are provided in a platform where public and private share the same resources. Data 
used in IoT devices are being stored in cloud server which used an open communication channel to 
travel through during the process of fetching and storing data. This represents the security 
disadvantage as it is possible for the devices to collect sensitive and personal data [4]. 

Fig. 1. IoT Categories 
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2. Research Background 
 

As an improvement from the previous work, multifactor authentications using Duo application 
are proposed to solve the security issues of an unauthorised access in cloud system. Duo application 
authentication methods provides variety of ways for user to securely and quickly log in. Duo Push, 
sent by Duo Mobile authentication app, allows users to approve push notifications to verify their 
identity. Duo also support Universal 2nd Factor (U2F) security tokens, hardware tokens, mobile 
passcodes, SMS, phone call back and biometrics like Touch ID to provide flexible and accessible 
options for all types of users. Duo’s single sign-on (SSO) integrates security with the ease of logging 
in just once to access multiple cloud applications, allows consolidating authentication and identity 
solutions into one. Duo is designed with asymmetric cryptography to sign and verify communications 
between Duo’s servers and a user’s smartphone. A private key stay on the mobile device, and is used 
to sign all authentication responses, while the public key is used to verify the signature on the server 
side. That means an attacker cannot access accounts even if they breached Duo’s servers. Figure 2 
clearly show a duo secure design. 

By default, Duo will present three methods to authenticate. Firstly, user must enter their 
credential, which is username and password. If the username is incorrect, it will disable them to 
proceed to the next page for password input. If the username is correct, the user must enter their 
password. Then, they must enter the passcode. User can select options on how to get the passcode. 
These options include “duo push” where user needs to install the mobile application in order to get 
the passcode. Second option is “text me” where passcode will be delivered through text to the user. 
Last option is “call me” which the user will get the passcode through the call. The proposed solution 
as shown below in Figure 3. 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Duo Secure Design 
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Fig. 3. Proposed Solution 

 
2.1 Authentication 
 

The server will determine whether the user allowed to access the system or not. In this phase, 
there are three options by default that are given to the user. These options include duo push, text 
me and call me. The admin can set for Biometric authentication as Touch ID and Face ID.  

After completing Duo enrolment, when user try to perform a browser-based login to a web 
service or application protected with Duo, the Duo authentication will be prompted. Duo can be 
configured as how the policy is required by the organization. As for the security measurement, Duo 
Mobile's Security Check up verifies device settings against Duo's recommended security settings and 
will let user know the device's settings if does not match. Administrator can choose to block access 
to applications from devices not managed by the organization. If this policy is enforced, then users 
will not be able to complete Duo authentication from their personal device 
 
2.2 Two Factor Authentication 
 

Two factor authentications have been developed as an initiative to enhance the security 
measurement between multiple devices. In 2012, Kumar et al., [8] proposed two factors 
authentication with key agreement (AKA) method. While in 2013, Shi et al., [12] proposed an AKA 
protocol using elliptic curve cryptography and Li et al.,[27] used a dynamic identity–based AKA 
scheme. However, in 2015, Wu et al., [13] analysed the scheme used in previous research and stated 
that it could not defend against user impersonation attack and sensor node capture attack. Amin et 
al., [1] proposed a network structure for patient monitoring healthcare system and gave a mutual 
authentication scheme to achieve user's anonymity. But in 2017, Jiang et al., [7] has analysed Amin’s 
study and proved that it fails to resist device stolen attack and desynchronization attack. 
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2.3 Mutual Authentication 
 

In 2016, Ferrag et al., [5] has proposed a guarantee the entity mutual authentication and secure 
key agreement based on 3GPP standard with three domains network modal, including access 
networks, evolved packet core, and non-3GPP domain. However, their study does not consider 
storage cost and the overhead computational cost a higher [5]. This paper describes a few matching 
methodologies and their limitations in previous research. In Table 1 below, a few researchers 
matching methodologies and limitations are listed. 
 
Table 1 
Comparison with previous research 

Title  Author Methodology   Limitations 

A remote password 
authentication scheme 
for multiserver 
architecture using 
neural networks, IEEE 
Trans. Neural Network 
(2001) 

L. Li, I. Lin, M.S. 
Hwang, [28] 

Using neural network by 
identifying the pattern  

Heavy time computation, 
not suitable for IoT 

An efficient and 
practical solution to 
remote authentication: 
Smart card. (2002) 

Chien, H.Y., Jan, J. 
and Tseng, Y.M. [29] 

Two factor authentication 
scheme using password 
and smart cards. 

Vulnerable to smart card 
stolen attack 

An efficient multi-
server password 
authenticated key 
agreement scheme 
using smart cards with 
access control (2004) 

Chin-Chen Chang, 
and Jui-Yi Kuo [30] 

key agreement scheme 
basedon the hash function 
and symmetric key 
cryptosystem 

Lack of efficiency and 
vulnerable to smart card 
stolen attack 

A lightweight 
authentication protocol 
for IoT-enabled devices 
in distributed cloud 
computing 
environment. (2016) 

Ruhul Amin, Neeraj 
Kumar, Rahat Iqbal, 
Victor Chang [31] 

Used mutual 
authentication and key 
agreement for 
authentication 

Vulnerable to privileged-
insider and impersonation 
attacks 

An efficient 
authentication and 
key agreement scheme 
for multi-gateway 
wireless sensor 
networks in IoT 
deployment (2017) 

Fan Wu, Lili Xu,  
Saru Kumari, Xiong 
Li, Jian Shen, Kim 
Kwang Raymond 
Choo, Mohammad 
Wazid and Ashok 
Kumar Das [32] 

Proposed three factor 
authentication and key 
agreement scheme 

Vulnerable to user forgery 
attack 

A secure dynamic ID 
based remote user 
authentication scheme 
for multi-server 
environment (2018) 
  

Yi-Pin Liao and 
Shuenn Shyang 
Wang [33] 

Only uses hashing 
functions to implement a 
robust authentication 
scheme 

Vulnerable to an insider 
attack, masquerade attack, 
server spoofing attack, and 
registration centre 
spoofing attacks 
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3. Methodology 
 

This section presents the research methodology which included an improved research framework 
proposed for IoT in cloud computing environment that will informatively be discussed in this study. 
Table 2 below are the notations used in this study. 
 

Table 2 
Notation used 

Symbol  Description 
IDcs,x  the identity and secret key of CS 
Sj,SIDj,PSIDj  the j−th cloud server with its identity and pseudo-identity 
Ui, 
IDi,PIDi,PWi  

the i−th user with his identity, pseudo-identity and password 

A  the adversary 
h(·) hash function 
⊕  exclusive-or function 
|| concatenation function 
SKu,SKs,SKcs session keys for Ui, Sj and CS 
M1, M2, M3, 
M4 

messages in the authentication 

  
 
3.1 Research Framework 
 

By adapting the authentication scheme method implemented by Zhou et al., [15], three phases 
of authentication scheme will be used. The proposed scheme includes the improvement on mutual 
authentication to provide stronger security in cloud computing environment.  

As for the network architecture, we will have three entity. First will be the user who will be 
registered by control server (CS). User will be equipped with device. In this study we will adapt the 
method used by Zhou et al., [15] where user will be issued a smart card in their smart phone. Second 
is cloud server which will be used by user. There will be many cloud servers which is distributed 
among themselves and the nearest cloud server will be used by user.  

Third is control server which is responsible for user and server registration, authentication and to 
store user identity and server information. Additionally, if user wants to login to specific server, 
authentication will be processed and validate by CS. Figure 4 below show the proposed framework 
in this research. 
 
 

Lightweight IoT-based 
authentication scheme 
in cloud computing 
circumstance (2018) 

Lu Zhoua, Xiong Li, 
Kuo-Hui Yeh, 
Chunhua Su, Wayne 
Chiu [34] 

Hash function and 
Exclusive –OR operation 
for encryption 

Failed to protect user ID in 
cloud server 
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Fig. 4. Proposed Framework 
 

 
3.2 Registration Phase 
 

Registration phase will be divided in user registration and cloud server registration sub-phases. 
It will be process through control server (CS).  
 
3.2.1 User Registration Sub-Phase 
 

In user registration sub-phase, the user (Ui) will be registered by Control Server (CS).  
• Step 1: Ui selects its own identity and pseudo-identity pair (IDi,PIDi), with his own password PWi and 

a nonce bi. He calculates HPi = h(PWi||bi) and sends (IDi,PIDi) to CS via the secure channel. 
• Step 2: CS checks IDi first and if it is invalid, the registration will be stopped. If passed, CS calculates 

C1∗ = h(PIDi||IDcs||x) and C2∗ = h(IDi||x), stores IDi in database, and sends (C1∗, C2∗, IDcs) to Ui via 
the secure channel. 

• Step 3: Ui computes C HPi, C and C3 = bi ⊕ h(IDi||PWi) and stores (C1, C2, C3, PIDi,IDcs) in his 
own smart card . 
 
3.2.2 Cloud Server Registration Sub-Phase 
 

In server registration sub-phase, server (Si) will also be registered by CS and stored the 
information in CS. 

• Step 1: The server Sj sends its identity and pseudo-identity pair (SIDj,PSIDj) to CS via a secure channel. 
• Step 2: CS computes B1 = h(PSIDj||IDcs||x) and B2 = h(SIDj||x), stores SIDj and sends (B1, B2, IDcs) to Sj 

via the secure way. 
• Step 3: Sj stores (B1, B2, SIDj, PSIDj, IDcs) 

 

 
Fig. 5. Registration Phase 
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3.3 Authentication Phase 
 

There are five steps in this phase. 
 

• Step 1: When Ui wants to access the service of cloud server, he inserts the smart card and enters 
(IDi,PWi). Then the smart card selects a random number ru and a new pseudo-identity PIDnew

i , and 
computes the following data: bi = C3 ⊕ h(IDi||PWi), HPi HPi, C  C2 ⊕ 
h(IDi||HPi), D1 = C1∗ ⊕ ru, D2 = h(ru||PIDi||IDcs) ⊕ IDi, D3 = C2∗ ⊕ h(IDi||HPi)⊕ PIDnew

i ⊕ 
h(ru||IDi), D4 = h(IDi||PIDi||PIDnew

i ||ru||D3). Then the message M1 = {PIDi, D1, D2,D3,D4} is sent to the 
nearest cloud server Sj. 
 

• Step 2: Sj selects a new pseudo-identity PSIDnew
j and a random number rs, computes D5 = B1 ⊕rs, D6 = 

h(rs||PSIDj||IDcs)⊕SIDj, D7 = B2 ⊕PSIDnew
j ⊕ h(rs||SIDj) and D8 = h(SIDj||PSIDj||PSIDnew

j ||rs||D7). 
Then the message M2 = {PIDi, D1, D2, D3,D4,PSIDj,D5,D6,D7,D8} is sent to CS. 

• Step 3: CS computes ru = D1 ⊕ h(PIDi||IDcs||x), and IDi = D2 ⊕ h(ru||PIDi||IDcs), PIDnew
i = D3 ⊕ 

h(IDi||x) ⊕ h(ru||IDi), and checks if IDi  is valid and D4? = h(IDi||PIDi||PIDnew
i ||ru||D3). Then it 

continues to compute rs = D5 ⊕h(PSIDj||IDcs||x), SIDj = D6 ⊕h(rs||PSIDj||IDcs), PSIDnew
j = D7 ⊕ 

h(SIDj||x) ⊕ h(rs||SIDj) and checks if SIDj is valid and D8? = h(SIDj||PSIDj||PSIDnew
j ||rs||D7). If any 

verification is wrong, the session will be stopped. Otherwise, CS selects a random number rs, and 
calculates SKcs = h(ru ⊕ rs ⊕ rcs), D9 = h(PSIDnew

j ||IDcs||x) ⊕ h(rs||PSIDnew
j ), D10 = h(PSIDnew

j 

||rs||PSIDj)⊕(ru ⊕rcs), D11 = h(SKcs||D9||D10||h(SIDj||x)), D12 = h(PIDnew
i ||IDcs||x)⊕ 

h(ru||PIDi
new

 ), D13 = h(PIDnew
i ||ru||PIDi)⊕(rs ⊕ rcs) and D14 = h(SKcs||D12||D13||h(IDi||x)). In this 

phase, control server will add another server response challenge to authenticate server and user 
mutually. Control server, the message M3 = {D9,D10,D11,D12,D13,D14} is sent to Sj. 
 

• Step 4: Sj computes (ru ⊕rcs)= D10 ⊕h(PSIDnew
j ||rs||PSIDj), and SKs = h(rs ⊕ ru ⊕rcs), and checks if D11? 

= h(SKs||D9||D10||B2) is correct. If so, Sj calculates Bnew
1 = D9 ⊕h(rs||PSIDnew

j ) and replaces (B1,PSIDj) 
with (Bnew

1 ,PSIDnew
j ) and ensure the nonce number is correct to authentication with user. Then 

message M4 = {D12,D13,D14} is sent to Ui. 
 

• Step 5: The smart card computes (rs ⊕ rcs) = D13 ⊕ h(PIDi
new

 ||ru||PIDi), and SKu = h(ru ⊕ rs ⊕ rcs), and 
checks D14? = h(SKu||D12||D13||C2∗) and if the nonce number is same as sent by server. If so, the 
card computes C1

new = D12 ⊕h(ru||PIDnew
i )⊕HPi and replaces (C1,PIDi) with (C

1new,PIDnewi ). When 
nonce number are the same by server and user, it has achieved the mutual authentication. If failed, 
session will be terminated. 
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Fig. 6. Authentication Phase 
 

 
3.4 Password Change  
 

There are several steps involve in the Password Change. 
 

• Step 1: If Ui wants to modify his own password, he first makes operations as the step 1 in Section 3.2, 
but a password change request is accompanying with the message M5 which is sent to CS and M5 = 
M1. 
 

• Step 2: CS computes ru, IDi and PIDi, and checks IDi and D4. If passed, CS calculates D12 and D15 = 
h(IDi||PIDi||PIDnew

i ||ru||D12). Finally, it sends M6 = {D12, D15} with a permission. 
 

• Step 3: The smart card checks D15? = h(IDi||PIDi||PIDi
new

 ||ru||D12). 
 If so, it asks Ui to input PWi

new as a new password,computes 
HPinew = h(PWinew||bi), C1new2 = D12 ⊕ h(ru||PIDinew ) ⊕ HPinew, C2new = C2∗ ⊕ 
h(IDi||HPi

new) and C3
new = bi ⊕ h(IDi||PWi

new), and replaces (C1,C2,C3,PIDi) with 
(C

1new2,C
2new,C

3new,PIDnewi ).  
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Fig. 7. Password Change Phase 

 
 
4. Implementation 
4.1 Overview 
 

The implementation of proposed framework will be discussed in this chapter along with tools 
and techniques used.  

Proverif tool is used to make formal verification of proposed framework using cryptography 
protocol.  Blanchet et al.,[35] has documented process of Proverif and until today it has been used 
to make formal verification of security protocol and widely accepted. 

Table 3 is the authentication process adapted from Zhou et al., [15] proposed scheme and has 
been improvised by adding another entity for mutual authentication.  
 
Table 3 
Authentication process  

 
U i S j CS input IDi,PWi select ru,PIDnewi bi =C3 ⊕h(IDi||PWi)	HPi ←	h(PWi||bi)	C1∗	←C1⊕HPi 
C2∗	←=C2 ⊕h(IDi||HPi)	D1 ←C1∗	⊕ru 
D2 ←	h((rIDu||i||PIDi||||i||IDPIDcs)⊕newi⊕ID||riunew||D3⊕)h(ru||IDi) 
D3 ←C2∗	⊕h(IDi HPi)	PIDi 
D4 ←	h PID 
M1 =	{PIDi,D1,D2,D3,D4} 

 select PSIDnewj ,rs 
D5 ←	B1 ⊕rs 
D6 ←	h(rs||PSIDnewj||IDcsh)(r⊕s||SIDnewSIDjjr)s||D7) 
 D7 ←	B2 ⊕PSIDj ⊕ 
 D8 ←	h(SIDj||PSIDj||PSIDj || 
M2 =	{PIDi,D1,D2,D3,D4,PSIDj,D5,D6,D7,D8} 
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ru ←	D1⊕h(PIDi||IDcs||x) 
IDi ←newD2⊕Dh3(⊕ruh||(PIDIDi||i||xID)⊕csh)(ru||IDi) 
 PIDi ← 
check IDi check D4? =	h(IDi||PIDi||PIDnewi ||ru||D3)	rs ←	D5⊕h(PSIDj||IDcs||x) 
SIDj new←	D6⊕Dh7(⊕rsh||(PSIDSIDj||j||xID)⊕csh)(rs||SIDj) 
 PSIDj ← 
check SIDj 
check D8? =	h(SIDj||PSIDj||PSIDnewj ||rs||D7)	select rs  D9 ←	h(PSIDj || 
DSK10cs←←hh((PSIDru ⊕newrnewjs ⊕||IDrrcsscs||)PSID||x)⊕jh)(⊕rs(||rPSIDu ⊕rcsnewj)	) 
D11 ←	h(SKcsnewnew||D9rID||uD||cs10PID||||xh)i(⊕)SID⊕h((rrju||s||⊕xPID))rcs)newi ) 
 D12 ←	h(PIDi || 
 D13 ←	h(PIDi || 
D14 ←	h(SKcs||D12||D13||h(IDi||x)) 
M3 =	{D9,D10,D11,D12,D13,D14} 
(ru ⊕rcs)	←	D10⊕h(PSIDnewj ||rs||PSIDj)	SKs ←	h(rs ⊕ru ⊕rcs) 
check D11? =	h(SKs||D9new||D10||B2) 
Bnew1 =	D9⊕h(rs||newPSID,PSIDj )newj ) 
(B1,PSIDj)	←	(B1 
M4 =	{D12,D13,D14} 
(rs ⊕rcs)	←	D13⊕h(PIDnewi ||ru||PIDi) 
SKu ←	h(ru ⊕rs ⊕rcs) 
checknew D14D12? =⊕hh((newSKru||u,PID||PIDD12newinewi||D))13⊕||HPC2∗i) 
C1 ← 
(C1,PIDi)	←	(C1 

 
4.2 Code  
 

Figure 8 shows the identifier of the process. x is the secret key of control server, IDi and PWi are 
the user identity and password of the user. sch1 and sch2 identified as secure channels and ch1 and 
ch2 identified as public channels. SKu, SKs and SKcs are session keys dedicated for user, cloud server 
and the control server. SIDj and IDcs are identities of the cloud server and the control server. 
Database, D1 stores the user’s identity information and D2 stores the cloud servers identity 
information. h, xor and con are symbols for hash function, exclusive-or operation and concatenation 
operations. Then, two pairs of events are defined as the starts and ends of user and cloud server 
authentication process. Finally, five queries referring three session keys and the orders of the two 
pairs of events are listed. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Identifier  

 
The code of user and cloud server is coded in Figure 9. Left table showed the registration part of 

user is the code from line two to nine and followed by authentication process. Similarly, in the right 
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table, registration of cloud server is coded from line two to six and followed by authentication 
process. 

In Figure 10, the code for control server is coded. In the left table, the code correspondent to user 
registration and cloud server registration is separated by two dot-lines. We use UReg and SReg to 
denote the two parts. The rest part, except the last line in the right rectangle, are the authentication 
part for cloud server. The last line let CS =URegk SRegk CSAuth. expresses that the process of control 
server is constructed by the three parts: UReg, SReg and CSAuth. 

The results of the queries are shown in Figure 11. As shown in the result, two pairs of events are 
stable, and the session keys are robust against simulated attackers. So, the scheme is validated as 
secure via the formal verification using Proverif. Analysis will be discussed in next chapter. 

 

let U= 
new bi:bitstring; new PIDi:bitstring; let 
HPi=h(con(PWi,bi)) in out(sch1,(IDi,PIDi)); 
in(sch1,(uC1reg:bitstring,uC2reg:bitstring
)); let C1 = xor(uC1reg,HPi) in let C2 = 
xor(uC2reg,h(con(IDi,PWi))) in let C3 = 
xor(bi,h(con(IDi,PWi))) in 
! 
( 
event UStart(IDi); new ru:bitstring; new 
PIDinew:bitstring; let ubi= 
xor(C3,h(con(IDi,PWi))) in let uHPi = 
h(con(PWi,ubi)) in let C1bar = 
xor(C1,uHPi) in let C2bar = 
xor(C2,h(con(IDi,uHPi))) in let D1 = 
xor(C1bar,ru) in let D2 = 
xor(h(con(con(ru,PIDi),IDcs)),IDi) in let D3 
= xor(xor(xor(C2bar,h(con(IDi,uHPi))), 
PIDinew),h(con(ru,IDi))) in 
let D4 = 
h(con(con(con(con(IDi,PIDi),PIDinew), 
ru),D3)) in 
let M1 = (PIDi,D1,D2,D3,D4) in 
out(ch1,M1); 
in (ch1,(uD12:bitstring,uD13:bitstring, 
uD14:bitstring)); 
let SCS = 
xor(uD13,h(con(con(PIDinew,ru), PIDi))) 
in 
let SKu = h(xor(SCS,ru)) in 
if uD14 = 
h(con(con(con(SKu,uD12),uD13), C2bar)) 
then 
let C1new = 
xor(xor(uD12,h(con(ru,PIDinew))), uHPi) 

 let S = 
new PSIDj:bitstring; out(sch2,(SIDj,PSIDj)); 
in(sch2, (sB1reg:bitstring,sB2reg:bitstring)); let 
B1 = sB1reg in let B2 = sB2reg in 
! ( 
in(ch1,(sPIDi:bitstring,sD1:bitstring, 
sD2:bitstring,sD3:bitstring,sD4:bitstring)); 
event SStart(SIDj); new rs:bitstring; new 
PSIDjnew:bitstring; let D5 = xor(B1,rs) in 
let D6 = xor(h(con(con(rs,PSIDj),IDcs)), SIDj) in 
let D7 = xor(xor(B2,PSIDjnew),h(con(rs, SIDj))) 
in 
let D8 = h(con(con(con(con(SIDj,PSIDj), 
PSIDjnew),rs),D7)) in 
let M2 = (sPIDi,sD1,sD2,sD3,sD4,PSIDj, 
D5,D6,D7,D8) in out (ch2,M2); 
in(ch2,(sD9:bitstring,sD10:bitstring,sD11:bitstri
ng, 
sD12:bitstring,sD13:bitstring,sD14:bitstring)); 
let UCS = xor(sD10,h(con(con(PSIDjnew, 
rs),PSIDj))) in 
let SKs = h(xor(UCS,rs)) in if sD14 = 
h(con(con(con(SKs,sD9), sD10),B2)) then 
let B1new = xor(sD9,h(con(rs, PSIDjnew))) in let 
PSIDj = PSIDjnew in let B1 = B1new in let M4 = 
(sD12,sD13,sD14) in 
out(ch1,M4); 
0 
). 
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Fig. 9. Registration and Authentication 
 

let UReg = 
in(sch1,(csIDireg:bitstring,csPIDireg:bitstring
)); let csC1reg = 
h(con(con(csPIDireg,IDcs),x)) in let csC2reg 
=h(con(csIDireg,x)) in insert D1(csIDireg); 
out (sch1,(csC1reg,csC2reg)). 

 
let SReg = 
in(sch2,(csSIDjreg:bitstring,csPSIDjreg:bitstri
ng)); insert D2(csSIDjreg); 
let csB1reg = h(con(con(csPSIDjreg,IDcs),x)) 
in let csB2reg = h(con(SIDj,x)) in 
out(sch2,(csB1reg,csB2reg)). 

 
let CSAuth = 
in(ch2,(csPIDi:bitstring,csD1:bitstring, 
csD2:bitstring,csD3:bitstring,csD4:bitstring, 
csPSIDj:bitstring,csD5:bitstring,csD6:bitstrin
g, csD7:bitstring,csD8:bitstring)); new 
rcs:bitstring; let csru = xor(csD1, 
h(con(con(csPIDi,IDcs),x)) )in let csIDi = 
xor(csD2,h(con(con(csru,csPIDi), IDcs))) in 
get D1(=csIDi) in 
let csPIDinew = 
xor(xor(csD3,h(con(csIDi,x))), 
h(con(csru,csIDi))) in 
if csD4 = h(con(con(con(con(csIDi,csPIDi), 
csPIDinew),csru),csD3)) then 

 event UAuth(csIDi); 
let csrs = 
xor(csD5,h(con(con(csPSIDj,IDcs
), x))) in let csSIDj = 
xor(csD6,h(con(con(csrs,csPSIDj
), IDcs))) in get D2(=csSIDj) in 
let csPSIDjnew = 
xor(xor(csD7,h(con(csSIDj, 
x))),h(con(csrs,csSIDj))) in if 
csD8 = 
h(con(con(con(con(csSIDj,csPSI
Dj), csPSIDjnew),csrs),csD7)) 
then event SAuth(csSIDj); 
let SKcs = 
h(xor(xor(csru,csrs),rcs)) in let 
D9 = 
xor(h(con(con(csPSIDjnew,IDcs),
x)), h(con(csrs,csPSIDjnew))) in 
let D10 = 
xor(h(con(con(csPSIDjnew,csrs), 
csPSIDj)),xor(csru,rcs)) in 
let D11 = 
h(con(con(con(SKcs,D9),D10), 
h(con(csSIDj,x)))) in 
let D12 = 
xor(h(con(con(csPSIDjnew,IDcs), 
x)),h(con(csru,csPIDinew))) in 
let D13 = 
xor(h(con(con(csPIDinew,csru), 
csPIDi)),xor(csrs,rcs)) in 
let D14 = 
h(con(con(con(SKcs,D12),D13), 
h(con(csIDi,x)))) in let M3 
=(D9,D10,D11,D12,D13,D14) in 
out(ch2,M3).  
let CS = UReg | SReg | CSAuth. 

Fig. 10. Control Server Process 
 
 

in let C1 = C1new in let PIDi = PIDinew in 
0 
). 
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Fig. 11. Result 

 
5. Results 
 

This section discusses about the general security requirements of a robust authentication scheme 
for IoT and cloud servers. Then, a comparison table, Table 5 which shows the requirement met by 
our proposed scheme and adapted schemes from Zhou et al., [15] is demonstrated. 
 
Table 4 
Result 

Attack type Zhou et al., [15] Proposed Scheme 

Resistance to Insider Attack No Yes 

Mutual Authentication No Yes 

 
Table 5 
Computing Cost 

 
Accordingly to the table above, our proposed scheme achieves the security requirements and 

objective of this study while Zhou et al., [15] claimed that their scheme achieved mutual 
authentication. However, as discussed, server and user did not authentication each other to achieve 
mutual authentication and this can be improvised. User’s authentication or password change is 

Computational Cost Zhou et al., [15] Proposed Scheme 

Time cost for Ui (ms) 10Th = 0.0517 10Th = 0.0527  

Time cost for SJ (ms) 7Th = 0.0362 7Th = 0.0369  

Time cost for CS (ms) 19Th = 0.0983 19Th = 0.1002  
Communication cost (bits) 5856 6332 
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recorded in database audit trails, this will help forensic investigation as well where all the information 
will be stored database. Moreover, in our scheme, D4 and D8 are verified by control server so that 
user and server is authenticated by control server. Control server then will send challenge response 
to cloud server where both user and server must authenticate each other to achieve mutual 
authentication. If the challenge response failed, authentication will be failed too. Hence, mutual 
authentication is achieved.  

Although computational cost has been increased, we believe security has been enhanced and 
additional process has increased the computation cost. Considering the security layer that has been 
enhanced, we argue the proposed scheme performance are acceptable.  
 
6. Conclusions 
 

We have discussed the importance and requirement of security and efficiency requirements in 
the previous schemes which was designed for cloud computing environment with IoT-enable devices. 
Then, we introduce an improvised secure scheme for IoT-cloud architecture circumstances. We have 
concluded our analyse with a formal verification analysis provided by Proverif and the security 
discussion.  Our proposed authentication scheme is proven to be secure against insider attacks and 
achieves mutual authentication at the same time. The performance is a little high then the compared 
protocol as we have added additional process but consider the security of the protocol, we argue 
that our proposed authentication scheme is highly suitable for real IoT-cloud circumstances in real 
world due to satisfactory for security and practicality requirements. 
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